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ABSTRACT: Audio sur\eillance tapes are prime candidates for spccch enhancement hecause 
of  the Inany degradations and sources of  interference that  mask the spccch signals on such 
tapes.  In this  paper.  the  authors describe ways to cancel  intcrferencc  \+ hen  an  a\.ail:itdc 
reference hignal is  not  s\nchronized with  the sur\~eillance  recording. for example. \+hen  the 
reference  is  obtained  later frcm  a phonofraph  record  or an air  check  recording  from  a 
broadcast  wurce. As a  qwcific esaniple. we  discuss our experiences processing  a  \virctap 
recording used in  an actu:rl  court case. We transformed the rcfcrence 5ign;rl to reflect  room 
and transmission  effect> and then wtltracted the resulting sccondar!  signal from the primary 
intercept  signal. thus enhancing the speech of  the dc>ircd t;rlLcrs  hy  remo\ing interfering 
sounds. Before the secondary signal could he subtracted. the signals had to he aligned properly 
in  time. The intercept signal \\.as subjected to time-scale modificirtiims m;ds necestry t-ry 
the virr!ing  phonograph and tape recorder kpeeds. While thcse spced dit1crenct.s are usually 
small enough not  to affcct  the perceived  quality. they acfvcrwl\  ;rffcct the abilit!  to cancel 
interference automaticall!..  In  working  \vith  recording devices.  \\c took  into accoirnt  four 
f;rcrors that affcct the signal quality: the frequency rcsponw. nonlinc;rr Jiitortion. noiic. and 
speed v;rri;rtions. 7-he t\\o methods that \\.ere most succes>ful  for cn1l;tnccmcnt were the Ie:rst- 
nic~in-squares  (LMS) ;rdapti\.e cancellation and spectr;rl whtracti~m. 
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While \peech enhancement  has many practintl applications. one of particular interr\t 
is found in processing audio  sur\~eiIlancc  tapes. t>cc;rusc  of  the  \\ idc \-itrict!.  of  dcgradations 
that  ma!.  affcct  spccch signals  on such  tapes.  In  may  othcr applications.  spccch  is 
degraded t?!.  a  specific.  continuous typc of noise. \i.hich  fircilitirtcs  it.;  retno\al. In the 
case of hearing aids. for example. thc interfercncc can come from man!,  wurccs. hut the 
user can orient the microphone for best result?;. Ho\\.e\.cr. the conii~tions  of  suncillanct' 
applications are often  \c\.cre  ;mi rarely  pcrniit  nianipulatic>n ot microphones  during 
\pcech  recording.  In contrast  to other noisy conimunic:rtion  3  \tcnl\.  speakcrz under 
sur\~cillance  nl;rkc  no effort to enunciate clearly and dircctly into a microphone.: indeed. 
they ma!.  hinder thc sur\.cillancc  h!.  speaking softly and I?!  adcling loud sound source\ 
to  the cn\-ironment. such as music. Thus. audio sur\cillancc tap\  prt'wnt  one of  thc 
morc difficult  titsks  for \pccch  cntiancemcnt  11 1.  In  tht\  p:rper.  thc  authorz clew-ibc 
ilitficulticz that arise in audio sur\.cillancc and note w.i~!~s  to  incrcasc the intclli~ihility  oi 
Kcc.ci\.ccl for puh1ic:rtion  10 I\l;r\  IYsY:  rc\i\cd ni;rnuscript  rccxi\'d  21  .-\ug.  IwY:  ;~i<~pt~cl  tor 
puldic.attc~rl  I.'  Scpt. IOSY. 
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specch so obtained. As a specific example, we  discuss our experiences with  a wiretap 
recording used in  an actual court case. 
in clcctronic surveillance. a microphorie is  often placed  inside or behind an object in 
a rooni. The audio signal is typically transmitted by telephone or radio to a tape recorder. 
The recording conditions are usually far from ideal: (1) the people in the room may not 
talk loudly or clearly and may move about the room. often facing away from and being 
far from the microphone; (2) there  may  be  competing sounds.  such as other talkers. 
niusic, television.  and noise  from  nearby  rooms or the street:  (3) the room  may  add 
reverberntion distortion to the signal: (4) the placement and quality of the microphone 
can  distort  the audio signal:  (5) the  transmission  medium  may  restrict  the frequency 
ranpe. have nonlinear characteristics.  and add noise: and (6)  the tape recorder can also 
add distortion. especially in terms of variable drive speed and adaptive gain. 
In the particular case that we examined. the signal \vas seriously contaminated by music 
from a phonograph. In  addition, there were degradations caused by  the acoustics of  a 
reverberant  room,  the frequency  range  limitations of  the microphone and  telephone 
lines. and timing distortions in  the tape recorder. The surveillance microphone was small 
and not of  high quality. and it was hidden from view some distance from the speakers. 
The audio sisnal was sent by wire to a reel-to-reel tape recorder recording at slow speed 
and located about 1 km away. Thus. there was significant wideband background acoustic 
noise on the tape. in  addition to the interfering music and the reverberation effects of 
the apartment. The pickup.  transmission. and recording equipment were also less than 
ideal and contributed to the poor quality of the speech on the tape. 
The conversation consisted of potentially  incriminatinz evidence related  to a felony 
case. The critical  conversation  being  recorded was between t\vo  individuals in  a small 
apartment. tvhile foreground music of a popular record (the Beatles) was being played 
on a phonograph. It lasted about 20 min. The police had assigned personnel to transcribe 
the conversation from the tape. After dozens of  hours of  human processing.  the result 
was a very incomplete text. Naive listeners (who had not previously heard the tape) had 
difficulty comprehending what was being said. 
Our task was to mitigate the distortions on the tape so that the conversation could be 
more easily understood by  individuals who were not speech specialists (specifically. the 
judge  and jury).  After our signal  processing  had  furnished a tape with  the enhanced 
speech. the same personnel repeated their transcription. and were able to revise many 
sections of  the test and add other portions where previously  they had been  unable to 
understand anything. The first t\vo authors of  this paper were called as expert witnesses 
to a pretrial  hearing  to dcscribe the enhancenlent  procedure used  and to he cross-cs- 
amined  by  the defense attorney in  criminal  court. The enhanced tape was played  wer 
enrphoncs in  court. and the judge  ruled that the processed  tape could be entered into 
evidence. Since the tape was the primary evidence. \ve be1iet.e that it  was instrumental 
in obtaining the eventual indictment. 
The wpccts of the tape that gave us thc most difficulty \sere the loud interfering music. 
the variahlc hackground noise. the reverberation. and the lack of time ;dignment bcttvcen 
the tapc i~nd  a record of  the music. We were successful in  eliminating the vast majority 
of  the niusic and a  good  portion of  the noise.  hut  the final  tapc still contained man!. 
rcverheration effects. It was our good fortune that our success in  noisc reduction yielded 
sufficient acoustic improvement to render the tape significantly more intelligibk. despite 
the rcm:~ining  echo effects. 
Enhancement Process 
The choice of  enhancement methods is  bawd on the  nature of  the distort~on\  that 
cicgradc the desired speech hignal and on tvhether Inore than one \ignal  is a\,a~lable  tor O'SHAUGHNESSY ET AL.  AUDIO SPEECH ENHANCEMENT  1  165 
processing.  In most cases, a single microphone provides one it~tercepi  signal  to be pro- 
cessed with equalization and filtering. By examining a portion of  the signal containing 
only background  noise (no speech or music), a spectral model of the linear distortions 
to which the original sound signal was subjected can be obtained. If  the distortions vary 
only slowly in time. the intercept signal can then be equalized to reduce the variation of 
the response at different frequencies. thus reducing some of the resonant qualities of the 
original  recording.  In addition, filters can notch out interfering hum components. The 
distortion model may have to be updated periodically to  reflect changes in room acoustics 
and transmission characteristics. One-signal enhancement techniques are generally lim- 
ited to noise reduction and have difficulty eliminating an interfering sound source such 
as music or an unwanted voice. 
To mitigate the subjective effects of reverberation in the intercept signal, one can use 
a  hands-free  telephony  technique  that filters the output signal so as to cause a  low- 
frequency roll-off. This simple technique, however, is not entirely satisfactory; while the 
subjective effect is to reduce reverberation.  speech intelligibility does not seem to im- 
prove. 
The number of enhancement techniques and the likelihood of success increase if two 
relevant signals are available  for processing.  Interference  subtraction methods are of 
particular use in  t\vo t!,pes  of cases: (1) if a second microphone is available in the room 
and (2) if an interfering sound source can be identified and recorded separately. such as 
a radio or television in  the room or some record or tape on a stereo system. A tape of 
the interfering sound can later be obtained from the radio or television station (United 
States law requires that all broadcasts be recorded) or by purchasing a record or tape at 
a music store. This pro\,ides a version of the interfering sound with no speech from the 
desired talkers. A second microphone near an interfering sound source may record little 
of the desired speech and thus provide a good interference referetlce sigtd.  In both cases, 
after suitably transforming  the reference  signal to reflect  the room  and transmission 
effects, one can subtract the resulting secot~durj*  sigtzul from the primary intercept signal, 
thus enhancing the speech of the desired talkers by  removing interfering sounds. The 
subtraction ma!  either occur directly on the signal (in the time domain) or in  terms of 
the signal's spectrum (frequency domain). 
While  analog  filtering  devices  still  dominate  commercial  speech-processing  studios, 
new speech enhancement techniques almost invariably use digital signal processing. Both 
the intercept and any a\.ailahle reference recording are digitized. during which  process 
the signals are low-pass filtered to about 5 kHz typically (to  pre\-ent aliasing) and sampled 
at 10 000 samples s. since higher frequencies contribute little to speech perception. Before 
a  digitized second:rry  signal  is suhtrxted from a primary intercept  recording, the sec- 
ondary signal has to he modified to align properly \vith  its component in  the intercept 
signal. Such a component of the intercept signal is subject to the frequency response of 
the recording cn\.ironmt.nt (including room rc\erberation) and also to time-scale mod- 
ifications caused b!.  variable phonograph or tape recorder speeds or both. While these 
speed differences and variations arc usually small enough not to affect perceived quality, 
they  are large  enough to affect  ad\,ersely the ability to cancel  interference  using  the 
secondary 3ignal. 
The effects of  room reverberation and of the recording path can mostly  be modeled 
its a complex linear filter. The aim is to subject the reference signal to the same filtering 
as the corresponding component of the intercept recording and then to cancel the modified 
refcrcncc signal  from the intercept  recording. In the case of  enhancement by  means of 
adaptive filtering.  the yxech in  the intercept signal  is  not  further distorted since only 
the reference signal is  filtered.  Kc\.erheration often adds a large numher of  irregularly 
spaced cchos. \vhich  can  be  difficult  to estimate. Because the enscmhle of distortions 
cannot he completely modeled by the adaptive filter. not ;ill of the secondary component 
can he removed by  this process. 1 166  JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES 
Signal Characterization 
An  intercept  signal  t!,picAly  has three components: a ~on\~crsation  het\vecn  two or 
more people. interfering sounds (for esample. music), and backround noise. Estimates 
of the noise can  be obtained from portions of  the recording ~vith  no speech or other 
sounds present. \VhiIe interfering sounds can be quite diverse. one case of interest is that 
of a single speaker tiilkin!  (for example. on television or the radio) or of one or more 
singers accompanied by music. 
When dealing vith recording or  playback devices. four factors affect the quality of the 
signal: its frequency response. nonlinear distortion. noise, and time-scale or speed errors. 
Nonlinear  distortion can  he  caused  by  amplifiers or loudspeakers. as \vet1  as by  the 
magnetic medium of  tape recorders. Time-scale errors consist of \vow  (at 0.5 to 2 Hz). 
flutter  (at 2 to 20 Hz). and speed-offset errors. There  can also be electronic and mechanical 
noise generated by  the amplifiers and transducers. While motors are the source of most 
speed changes. other sources of time-scale errors are tape stretch and the sampling clock 
at the dizitizer. The cumulative time-scale error between the digitized  reference signal 
and the digitized  intercept  signal  is  a  major problem  that must  hc overcome before 
cancellation techniques based on adaptive filtering can be applied. since practical con- 
siderations require that these signals be as nearly synchronized as possible. 
From the point of view of the surveillance microphone. the room acoustics are different 
for each sound source because of  the correspondingly varied geometry of the reflecting 
paths.  In particular.  the room acoustics change as the talkers move about. For this and 
other reasons.  the aniplitudt. of the surveillance signal is often highly variable in time. 
which can cause problems in the recording device of either overload saturation (for  periods 
of high gain) or inaudibility  (for periods of  lokv  gain). In  many  recording devices. au- 
tomatic gain control (AGC)  is employed to avoid such major distortions. AGC tries to 
optimize the amplifier  gain :~ccording  to the input signal level.  It  sto\vly  increases the 
gain  when the input  Ietrcl is  lour. and rapidly decreases the gain \\.hen the le\.cl is  high 
(fast attack. slow decay). Variations of  4 to 5 dB are common. 
Instrumentation and Software 
Our signal processing laboratory's computing facility includes a VAX 86W computer. 
tivo  Digital  Sound  Corp.  multichannel  analog-to-digital  (AID) and  digital-to-analog 
(DIA)  units. ttvo Lesidata color graphics memories.  a Floating Point S!,stcn~s  API20-B 
array processor. and a Numerics Mars-4iXE array processor. all of  \vhich were used in 
the course of  this enhancement proJect. Our audio laboratory houses sis speech work- 
stations and a sound-treated booth for audio listening and recording. The audio Iirboratory 
is fully equipped \t,ith tape rccorders. preamplifiers. headphones. and other equipment. 
Each spccch \vorkst;~tion  has input1c)utput facilities. a full-color graphics display for in- 
teractive spcech anal!.sis.  and a computer terminal. 
A large \,ariety of  locall!  de\~lopt.d  speech and signal proccs4ng soit\vare is available. 
Audio utility programs allou- the display of gray-scale spectropr;irns in  almost rcal  time. 
interactive cursor manipulation. audio reproduction of  selected 3pcech scgrncnts. display 
of speech parameters. and automatic and manual spcech segmcntatiori. Soft\wrc libraries 
of subroutines for signal processing.  graphics.  spcech analysis.  paramctcr 5tor:tge  and 
retrieval. and other program4 make software dc\.elopnicnt fast and cfficicnt. \VC designcd 
new Fortran soft\ure  for this enhancement project to iniplcment thc algorithms dcscrihcd 
in  the follwving sections. 
Time Alignment 
Adaptive filterins techniques uwd lor cancellation require good temporal alignment 
to he successful. Because of the variiihility in the speeds of various rccordinp and plqhack O'SHAUGHNESSY ET AL.  AUDIO SPEECH ENHANCEMENT  1 167 
devices. alignment at only one ten1por;rl location is not adequate. The gradual divergence 
from synchrony must  be compenstted for h\- stretching or "warping"  one of the signals 
into time alignment with the other. The reference signal r(n)  and intercept  signal  .$(ti) 
can be aligned by  first locating corresponding and clearly identifiable points present in 
both signals and by then shifting and stretching one signal so that these points coincide. 
These events should be selected so that they are very precise in time, particularly in s(rr). 
\vhcre events tend to be temporally smeared because of reverberation. 
One method of assessing the degree of match is to cross-correlate s(n) and r(n)  o\.er 
a block of samples short enough so that the signals do not drift excessively with respect 
to each another. Any gradual drift of the correlation peaks is a measurement of the speed 
differences. Given  two points of  coincidence  of  the  reference  and  intercept  signals. 
warping to synchronize the signals approsimately over the intervening segment is used. 
To be effective. the drift must be predominately linear in nature. 
Stretching is achieved by using interpolationtdecimation as follows: (I) the sampling 
rate of  the signal is increased by inserting a fixed number of zero-valued samples after 
each sample; (2) the signal is then smoothed using a low-pass filter; and (3) the increased- 
rate signal is then decimated or  subsampled. The interpolation/decimation allows sample- 
rate conversion in which the ratio of the resultant sampling rate to the original sampling 
rate is  a  ratio of integers.  An interpolating  linear-phase. finite-impulse-response (FIR) 
filter is designed to minimize the mean-square error in  the interpolated signal. given a 
power spectral model for the input signal. 
A simple change of sampling rate is appropriate for short segments of the intercept 
recording.  However. for processing longer segments, anchor points defining points of 
coincidence must be found periodically throushout the recording, with spacing sufficiently 
snlall so that the drift is less than a fraction of the response of the adaptive filter. Between 
anchor points.  the reference signal is  linearly  stretched or shrunk. alloiving  piece\vise 
lineilr changes in  the sampling rate. This alipment method does not compensate for 
WOW and flutter, l~owever. 
Noise Reduction and Whitening 
To reduce background noise in an intercept recording, enhancement techniques often 
use a seynent of the recording containing only background noise for training. A trans- 
formed noise spectrum is subtracted from the spectrum of the intercept signal [I].  \vhere 
the phasc of  the original spectrum is retained. Spectral subtraction can remove a large 
part of  the noise. but this process often adds brief  bursts of tones. With acclimatization. 
listeners can  to some extent block out this t~pe  of  degradation  to concentrate on the 
remaining signal. Ho\vcver. this tonal noise can sometimes be more distracting than the 
original broad-spectrum noise. 
Thc alternative  process  of noise  \vhitening  is  concerned  with  the  reduction  of  the 
perceived effect of  the bacE;round  noi>e and the equalization of the signal. Assuming 
that  the  hackground  noise  resulted  from a  process that generates a  flat  (white) noise 
spectrum. the spectral coloring that is present in the intercept recording shows the effects 
of the room and recording system frcquenc  response. By inverse filtering the signal \vith 
the mcasured spectrum of the noise. thc noise spectrum can be whitened. which renders 
the noise less disturbing. At the same time. the o\.erall signal is equalized. u-ith its orisinal 
signal levels (as a function of frequency) approximately restored. 
The first step in this technique is to huild a crudc estimate of the mcan inverse spectrum 
of the background noise. Then the inverse noise spectrum is modified: for esample. the 
in-hand rcsponw can be smoothed o\er a sin~ple  fivc-hand \vindo\v. Finally.  the pass- 
hand frequency response c;ln  be nornlalized to bring the geometric mean of the in-band 
amplitudes to unity. to preserw the in-hand gain. 
The whitening process itself  conxists of filtering the intercept signal using the inwrse 1 168  JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES 
noise spectrum. The overall energ distribution of  the noise is much more uniform after 
whitening.  When listening to the resulting signal, one can discern the difference in  the 
quality of the signal. Some of the resonant qualities of  the original are missing. There 
remain two problems.  however.  with these approaches: (1) the noise spectrum tends to 
change with time (and is therefore not white). and (2) the room acoustics for the noise 
differ from the acoustics for the speakers. 
Time-Domain Cancellation 
Adaptive filtering in  the time domain can reduce a secondary component of  the in- 
tercept signal s(n). using the f~ltered  and time-aligned reference signal r(n). Time align- 
ment may be relatively coarse. but  if  the speed variations are small and slow enough. 
the adaptation process will partly compensate for them. Any reverberant effects in  the 
intercept signal  are modeled  as an  FIR filter acting on  a clean  reference signal. The 
adaptive filter tries to track the coefficients of this filter and to filter the reference signal 
to produce a reverberated signal which matches the secondary component of the intercept 
signal. This can then be subtracted from the intercept signal to reduce the level of  the 
secondary sound. 
The effective reverberation may extend over a relatively long time period. The speed 
of  sound corresponds to about 1 ftlms (311 mls). The path difference between a direct 
path  and a reflected path can correspond to a large  number of  milliseconds.  and, fur- 
thermore, multiple reflections can extend the reverberant effects to a significant fraction 
of  a second. This means  that.  at a sampling rate of  10 000 samples/s, effective filter 
lengths must correspond to hundreds of  samples. For a filter with  M coefficients, the 
time averages used to update the filter coefficients must extend over intervals significantly 
larger than  M samples.  If we  violate  this condition. the  filter has enough degrees of 
freedom to synthesize other components of  the  intercept signal and cancel them  also. 
(In the context of  secondary sound cancellation.  both the speech components and the 
background noise are interference.) Also  ork king against the use of long time averages 
is the loss in synchrony between  the  reference signal and the secondary component of 
the intercept signal due to time alignment changes. 
Consider two time-domain approaches to adaptive signal cancellation [3].  If we assume 
that the reference signal is not correlated \vith the speech and noise components of the 
intercept signal, then. when the adaptive filter represents the reverberation effects of  the 
room, cancellation of  the secondary component is possible without affecting the speech 
or noise components. The first method uses a block-based adaptation of  the filter coef- 
ficients. The second approach employs a stochastic gradient [least-mean-squares (LMS)] 
technique, where the learning process is performed on a sample-by-sample basis. 
Block Least-Squares Metltod.~ 
In block least-squares methods. one examines successive short time frames over which 
input data is assumed to be stationary. The covariance method leads to an exact solution 
for the problem of minimizin? the error between the degraded speech s(t1) and a trnns- 
formed version of  the reference signal r(11). in  the least-squares sense. over a  block  of 
finite length N. It gives the set of coefficients  [Ir,,, h,. . . . .  I?,,  ,j  so that the quantity 
\  $1  I 
E =  ~[s(II)  -  h,r(rr -  i)]' 
?  I  ,  0 
is minimized. Those coefficients art. found as the solution of the following set of  M linear 
equations The effect  of the filter is to remove correlations between  the reference  and  intercept 
signals. As long as the speech component of the intercept signal is  not correlated with 
the reference signal, the speech will not  be  affected. In  this block-based  method.  cor- 
relations are, in effect,  estimated by using time averages; if the frame length is too short. 
residual  correlation  may he present between  the speech component and the reference 
signal. This method. however, has some drawbacks: it is computationally intensive. and 
it limits the maximum number of  coefficients that can be used. Large errors may occur 
when solving the equations with finite-precision  arithmetic for a large number of  coef- 
ficients. To avoid numerical difficulties. a maximum of  30 coefficients is best. 
Differences in time scales between the reference and intercept signals affect the process 
in two ways. First. because the intercept signal drifts slightly within a frame in comparison 
with the reference signal. the correlation terms are smeared. which decreases the amount 
of  possible cancellation,Thus.  the signals tend to match better in the middle of a frame. 
which  may  be  very annoying perceptually.  With a typical linear drift  on the order of 
0.2'3.  those effects are still significant, even for a short frame size of  400 samples. The 
second effect of  asynchrony is the problem of the time alignment exceeding the span of 
the adaptive filter.  With  the  intercept signal driftins linearly  in  comparison with  the 
reference signal. the offset. in  samples. between the two signals increases from frame to 
frame until it becomes greater than the number of  taps. Beyond this point the adaptive 
filter becomes much less effective. 
Least-  Mean-Squares (L  MS)  Adaptive Canceller 
With the LMS algorithm. for every pair of input samples (one each from the intercept 
and reference signals). the gradient descent technique updates the filter tap coefficients. 
In comparison, the block-algorithm approach updates the filter frame by  frame. Although 
the filter realized  using  the gradient descent  method  is not  truly  optimal in terms of 
minimization of the output signal energy, the learning process can be carried out smoothly 
and continuously. Also. the filter in this approach can have a large number of coefficients, 
whereas practical implementation of  a block-based algorithm limits the size of  the filter 
that can be used. 
The time-varying response of  the M-coefficient linear filter is 
The intent of  the gradient update scheme is to minimize the energy in  the difference 
between the output signal ~(rt)  and the intercept signal s(t1). Let the mean-square value 
of  the output be 
E  = E{[v(II)  -  s(II)]'} 
For the purposes of developing a practical  LMS algorithm. the expectation operator in 
the gradient update scheme is omitted, and the instantaneous value of the squared error 
is used  as an estimate of  the mean-square error. The coefficients are updated  to move 
in  the negative gradient direction. decreasing the error at each step: 
i)€ 
a,'  = a, - JL, - 
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where F,  is the step size used for coefficient a,. A system based on typical parameters, 
such as  M  = 201  and p =  10-"',  provides  noticeable speech enhancement  for our 
16-bit, 10 000 samplels system. 
Frequency-Domain Techniques 
Frequency-domain techniques operate on the discrete Fourier transform of the signals. 
These methods have one basic advantage over their time-domain counterparts: they can, 
to some extent, ignore phase. Thus, signal time alignment is less critical. Two frequency- 
domain techniques were tested: (1) comb filtering of  the intercept signal s(n)  to remove 
harmonics of  an undesired component and (2) spectral subtraction of  the time-aligned 
and equalized reference signal from the intercept signal. 
Spectral Subtraction 
This technique attempts to remove the interference component of the intercept signal 
by  spectral subtraction. At the input  to this process, the intercept signal s(n)  has been 
prefiltered. inverse-filtered to whiten the noise, and equalized in order to match the level 
of the reference signal r(n).  Spectral subtraction of the magnitudes frame by frame yields 
The resulting spectrum, S1(k),  takes on the phase of  the original signal S(k).  Our best 
results were obtained with the parameters a and P set to 7 and 0.005, respectively. When 
listening to the resulting signal, one can hear the speech more clearly. However.  it is 
surrounded by  bubbling sounds. In  the case of  interfering music and song. the singer's 
voice virtually disappears. but tonal noise remains. 
Different values for the factor a. which determines the fraction of  the reference music 
subtracted. can  be tried. Recall that the reference music signal has been equalized to 
match the music component of  the intercept signal, which means that, if a perfect match 
were present, a = 1 would be appropriate. However, experiments indicate that over- 
compensation is preferable to remove most of  the musiccomponent. A value of 7 provides 
good music suppression but adds tonal noise: a lower value results in less music attenuation 
but also less tonal noise. A value of 0.5 provides a reasonable amount of music suppression 
with little or no tonal noise. 
Another experiment changed the value  in  P in  the spectral subtraction algorithm to 
lessen the perceptibility of  the tonal noise by  increasing the background level. The value 
f3  = 0.005 (a very low value) gave the best results. An increase of  P tends to generate 
a distinct third signal in the background: a low level version of the reference music signal. 
This signal coexists with  the speech and tonal  noise components without significantly 
masking the tonal noise. 
The net result after frequency-domain operations (that is. noise inverse filtering. music 
equalization.  and spectral subtraction) is definitely enhanced speech.  in  terms of  intel- 
ligibility. For large values of a. tonal noises are introduced that the listener must try to 
ignore; this can be achieved after a few minutes of  listening because the tonal noises are 
somewhat unstructured. A better compromise is to use a smaller value of a.  which gives 
less music suppression but also less tonal noise. 
Example of  Results 
To illustrate the results of  our signal processing.  Fig.  1 shows some of  the relevant 
waveforms involved. Each of  the three plots represents a 1-s portion of  an audio signal. FIG.  I-Three  audio ~r~i~~forr?~.s  of  I-s durrrrior~  errclr. s~t~chror~i~etl  ~citll  cwh orlwr ro facilirrrte 
cotnparisorr:  (a)  tlvo pitor strokes from  Uc~tles'  r~liisic,  (b)  cii.m~rtd  sl~cwlt  ji-otn  rhe  sitr~~eillarlce 
rape, (c)  postprocessed speech. 
The middle plot is an excerpt from the surveillance tape. taken from the middle of the 
conversation. The upper plot shows the Reatles'  music. directly from our copy of  the 
record. which  was synchronized  to its occurrence  in  the surveillance tape. T\vo clear 
guitar strokes are visible in  Plot a; their occurrence in  Plot h is basically clear as well. 
although  noise  and reverberation  obscure their presence sorne\vhat. The bottom plot. 
Plot c.  shows the output after the nois!  tape had been processed. Much of the noise and 
music have been removed. and the speech is quite intelligible. unlike that in  the original 
tape. A speaker is heard to say, "you  have to be pretty . . ." (yeh hafta be pretty). 
Conclusions 
Adaptive cancellation with anchor points only at the ends of  long segments produces 
an annoying time-varying cancellation. with the interference level changing in  bursts. In 
the middle of the segment. if the time alignment is sufficiently in error. little cancellation 
is obtained for complex music passages.  However.  interfering sustained musical  notes 
are cancelled well. With a larger number of anchor points. these problems do not manifest 
themselves as severely. Ultimately. it  is the lack of good time synchrony that limits the 
suppression possible with the adaptive cancellation technique. 
In long segments. changes in the gain produced by the AGCcan reduce the effectiveness 
of  spectral subtraction. The adaptive filtering strategy can cope with  the gain changes 
for the most part, although a resetting of  the step sizes is perhaps warranted  if the gain 
changes radically.  The inappropriateness of  a single step size for  the longer segments 1 172  JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES 
manifests itself as instabilities in  the adaptive filtering. which can be avodecl by  fixinp 
the step sizes, at some loss in suppression capability. 
The two methods that were successfully applied for enhancement were the LMS adap- 
tive cancellation  and the spectral subtraction techniques.  (The block least-squares and 
other methods yielded minimal enhancement in our case.) Although the overall intelli- 
gibility of the speech after processing is about the same for both successful methods. the 
results are somewhat complementary. The adaptive filtering approach has the least effect 
on the speech but does not  achieve as high  a  level of  interference suppression. The 
spectral subtraction merhod achieves higher levels of suppression with some local loss of 
speech content  (whenever the speech spectrum significantly  overlaps the interference 
spectrum). This means that some portions of  the speech are more intellig~ble  in one 
processed signal than in the other. Listening to one and then to the other can enhance 
overall intelligibility. 
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